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Monday, May 23rd, 6:00
Joseph Gould

Restoration Specialist
MA Department of Fish and Game
Division of Ecological Restoration

May meeting will be onsite @ Keyes Parker only!
Meeting will start at 6
PM.
Burgers, Hot Dogs, Sausage to be served!

Our featured speaker for May will be
Joseph Gould. Joe is an enthusiastic
environmental scientist who holds
both a Bachelors in Geography and
Planning and Masters in Multidisciplinary Studies. This has allowed him
extensive research opportunities
from eastern MA through western
NY and abroad. The focus of his research has been aquatic ecosystems,
primarily lakes and rivers, providing him with a strong background in field
collection methods, installation and maintenance of hydrologic and atmospheric research equipment, and boat operations. Joseph has presented his research at multiple venues in addition to publishing original
research in academic journals. Furthermore, he has an overall personal
passion for the environment and sustainability, which is reflected by his
involvement with several local agencies and non-profits.
Joe (and DER) was a key partner and leader in our Chapter’s Sucker Brook
Dam/Culvert removal and restoration efforts and will continue with us on
our upstream restoration projects! Joe will be speaking about his work,
our work, and highlighting the successes and future efforts at our May on
-site meeting. Everyone should try to meet and thank Joe for all his help!
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Looks like we are already near the end of our TU meeting season, but we
have been pretty busy and there several more events to go. You can read
later about our just completed workday prepping the dam site for planting
as well as a very successful 2022 Day-on-the-River. Our first in several
seasons due to the pandemic.
Last month’s meeting showcased Eric Halloran and the Deerfield TU Chapter’s work in western MA. Very interesting and lot of parallels to our efforts.
Some pictures of some very large fish found in their studies. Thank you to
Eric for his time and efforts.

This month’s meeting is special as we be in-person and on-site at KeyesParker. (There will be no on-line meeting attendance.) The meeting will
start 1 hour earlier than usual beginning at 6 PM. Burgers, hot dogs, sausage, etc. will be there for all attendees. Joe Gould from DER will be our
speaker and everyone can see the work that has been done with Joe’s narration. Joe/DER was a key partner in the Sucker Brook Dam and Culvert
replacement efforts over the last few years…
Building on the “last few years” comment, this month’s newsletter includes
the story of the Chapter’s Sucker Brook dam and culvert replacement efforts: “A Small Brook Gets a Big Break” It is a great read authored by
Michael Rosser who pushed the original ideas and then pulled, persuaded,
and sweated the project through to the success we see today. It cannot be
overstated the amount of passion, time, and commitment he has put in to
ensure the Chapter’s success on this project as well as laying the partnership groundwork for our future efforts. Read the story and look for Michael
at the May meeting !

May 21st Planting
Day #1 @ KeyesParker…

See you there!

May 23rd May Chapter Meeting on-site @
Keyes-Parker, 6 PM…
See Chapter Events
for latest info!
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A Small Brook Gets a Big Break
The Story of a Dam Removal
Michael Rosser
Every chapter of Trout Unlimited has a common
goal—to improve the quality of brooks, streams, and
rivers wherever we find them. Sadly, finding problems
to solve is easy, but how do you take an idea for making a positive change and turn it into a reality? This is
the story of how the Squan-a-tissit chapter of Trout
Unlimited, with stick-to-itivness, dedication, and the
help of many other hardworking people, made their
idea a reality.

The Problem that Became an Opportunity
Sucker Brook runs fast and cool through a hemlock
forest on its way to embrace the Nissittissit River. The
stream in the Keyes-Parker conservation area in Pepperell contains a small dam and an undersized corrugated culvert. The dam blocked sediment from moving downstream, created elevated water temperatures, hindering stream continuity, and threatening
native brook trout, endangered mussels and other
wildlife. The culvert was an old 48” pipe which ran under the gravel road leading to the parking area at
Keyes-Parker. It was undersized and failing, causing
flooding of local roadways and agricultural fields.
.
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The Opportunity that Became a Plan
Taking Our First Steps
We began by approaching our local conservation administrator, Paula Terrasi, who works for the town of
Pepperell. After we described the problem to her,
Paula arranged a meeting with the Pepperell Conservation Committee. During this meeting we described
how the dam and culvert were damaging the ecosystem and proposed removing the dam and replacing the culvert. The board supported the group’s proposal. With the help of Paula, the board applied to
the Division of Ecological Restoration (DER), a division
of Massachusetts’s Fish and Wildlife department, for
Priority Project status. The DER guides groups such as
ours through the permitting process, provides agency
outreach, assistance with fundraising, and generously
helps applicants with any problems that arise.
With a combination of DER’s help and the Nissitissit
chapter’s hard work, the project was accepted, and
ecological restoration specialists Nick Wildman and
Joe Gould were assigned to lead it.
.
Defining Our Project
A team was formed, and the process began, Joe
Gould, Paula Terrasi and I would lead the project forward. First on the agenda was to hire Horsley Witten,
an environmental engineering company, to do the
survey work. They gathered information on channel
form, species use, and sediment quality. They also did
extensive modeling of existing and predicted flow
conditions. They revealed that taking down the dam
and culvert would release approximately seven hundred-forty-cubic yards of sediment downstream, so
the sediment was sampled and determined safe to
release.
After the initial study was complete, they determined
that best plan for the site would be a single 6 by 20foot culvert. Horsley Witten would draw the up the
plans and procedures for installing the concrete
structure. While the design work was being done five
permits from various agencies were submitted to and
awaiting approval. Fundraising was on going. While
this was happening, work continued at Sucker Brook.
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Clearing the Debris
Wood debris benefits the stream in many ways. It creates shade and holding water for trout and other animals. It stabilizes stream banks. It creates basking
sites for turtles and perching sites for birds. it is life
giving.
We wanted to remove the debris that was directly in
the water and in the stream flow. This is something
we protect vigorously but the removal was necessary
to allow the sediment to flow unobstructed once the
dam was removed.
Volunteers with a chain saw, loppers and rakes
cleared 400 yards downstream of the old dam,
enough to give it a head start. A few days before the
dam removal, the same crew opened a 10-foot gash
in old beaver dam 100 yards upstream to clear the
obstruction and create water velocity for sediment
disbursement.

Prior to the projects start, TU and students from UMass Amherst had installed data loggers to gather
water temperature data up and downstream of the
project. Data loggers are small devices that are
placed underwater to collect temperature readings on
an hourly basis throughout the year. The devices will
determine the impact the impoundments had on the
stream.
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Electroshocking the
Brook
Adam Kautza, cold-water
fisheries resource leader,
John Sheedy, biologist,
and the TU crew took on
the task of electro shocking the stream to look for
wild brook trout below the
dam. Electroshocking is a
harmless way to temporarily stun fish for study.
The operator wears a
backpack containing an
electric generator with a
six-foot wand with a ring
on the end attached to it.
The operator lowers the
ring of the wand into the
water and squeezes a trigger to release a pulse of
electricity. The fish swim
toward the anode and are
shocked and caught by
helpers with long handled
nets. The fish are placed
into buckets then taken to
the bank, identified, measured then released. Electroshocking is a safe, humane, and accurate method for determining abundance, density, and species. As we expected, no
wild brook trout were
found, but the crew will
return the summer after
the dam has been removed in hopes of finding
some that have returned.
Photographer Lauren Owens documented both
days for an article in an
upcoming issue of Wildlife
Magazine.
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Saving the Endangered Mussels,
Wood Turtles, and Their Friends
Jason Carmignani, an aquatic biologist
working for Natural Heritage and Endangered Species, had visited sucker
brook many times. Because of his familiarity with the stream’s eco-system,
he contributed his expertise to our
project.
One of the goals of this project was to
protect the many species living in the
stream. The affected species include
native eastern brook trout, wood turtles, and multiple mussel species:
brook floaters, creepers, triangular
floaters, and the eastern pearl shell
mussel. The eastern pearl shell, an endangered species, is critical to the brook’s health. The mussel is a
filter feeder that strains suspended particles and pollutants in the brook. These mussels can each clean as
much as fifteen gallons of water a day, and they can
live as long as a human. The tiny creatures also have
a symbiotic relationship with the brook trout that
share their habitat.
Adult mussels release glohida, eggs, into the brook.
These eggs then attach themselves to the gills of the
trout. The mussel eggs remain in the trout’s gill after
it hatches and stays there until it reaches adolescence. At this time, the mussel releases from the
trout and returns to the stream bottom to take up its
important duties. So, the mussels clean the water for
the trout, and the trout protect the mussels until they
are able to begin their work.
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To determine the presence of the endangered mussels and other species. Jason and others from Natural
Heritage, volunteers from TU split into two teams to
survey two, 100-meter sections of stream. Wearing
wetsuits, masks and snorkels, the volunteers knelt
and peered into the water using buckets with glass
bottoms. Even aided by the buckets, finding mussels
was a long and tedious process demanding patience
and a good eye. We found, measured, and tagged
twenty-one brook floaters, which were transplanted
downstream to the Nissittissit river. Jason returned
days later and found additional mussels, brook floaters, creepers, and triangular floaters, which were also
moved. Jason and crew will return this summer to
survey further.
Wood turtles also call Sucker Brook home, and they
needed to be monitored before, during, and after the
construction phase. Paula Terassi, with her extensive
knowledge of wood turtles, made sure they were safe.
Riparian areas along small streams with sandy bottoms are a favorite turtle habitat. The turtles hibernate in the banks and stream beds and don’t emerge
until late March or April. they can live up to forty
years and earth worms are a favorite food.
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Sediment and Pebble Survey
Another requirement we had to meet was to do a
sediment and pebble count survey prior to the dam
removal and for a period of one year after removal.
Measuring sediment depth will give a cross section
profile of sediment throughout the system. A pebble
count will show the substrate changes which occur
within the system. In January sediment was noted
frozen in the stream mid depth, suspended in a sheet
of ice.
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Taking Down the Dam

October 21st was a date long awaited. Removing the dam and the construction to install the
culvert was to be performed by the Town of Pepperell Highway Department, led by Superintendent Michael Schrader and his capable crew.
We all met at the worksite on Sucker Brook. Lots of folks were there to see the happening,
the dam was coming down, dignitaries and representatives of various agencies who had a
hand in the project as well as TU volunteers ready to get their hands dirty and liberate a
stream. The dam was 6 feet tall, and 30 feet long comprised of various sized fieldstones, built
by a farmer over 100 years ago. People ask why it was built, maybe just was way for the old
New England farmer to get rid of all those rocks.
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Everyone thought that with the TU volunteers and a small excavator the dam would easily
come down. With great anticipation the small excavator rolled to the edge of the stream bank
and extended its arm, reaching as far as it could go it dug into the dam. There was a grating
sound as the steel bucket caught a mouth of solid rock. Many years prior an Engineer viewing
the site said to me, “Michael, why not just bring some guys and just tear it down?” I said we
wanted to do the right thing. Now I realize how wrong he was, that old rock was encased in
cement and the excavator had met its match. The machine labored on slowly until enough
rocks were removed and the dam was breeched. Slowly a trickle of water made its way downstream. The muddy old stream came to life and we watched it tear itself loose and awaken.
Folks went quiet in anticipation as the stream gained strength then began clapping, sharing
the experience. The brook was free. The machine continued excavating until it got stuck and
another larger excavator was called in. The machine was liberated and the two then finished
the job. That little dam fought to the end. We watched as the stream found its course downstream cutting into the soft bottom. Was it the same stream bed flowing for a millennium before it was dammed?
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Constructing the Culvert
Completed, the culvert would be twenty-feet long and twenty-feet deep constructed of four
sections, two monolithic headwalls, two cutoff walls, four modular u-walls, and wingwalls with
wing footings. The heaviest piece weighed twenty-seven tons. Each these pieces had to be
lowered into a prepared twelve-foot-trench.

In preparation, concrete coffer dams were placed up and down stream of the old culvert, allowing the stream to flow through a twenty-four-inch bypass pipe on the left side of the excavation area. Three pumps discharged groundwater into a sediment catch basin which the filtered water before returning it to the stream. A day before the culvert was to be installed, we
received five inches of rain, and the crew installed a fourth pump to control the water.
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Bright and early on the morning of the installation,
the crew and equipment arrived to set the culvert.
Four forty-five-foot flatbed trucks delivered the four
pieces—one per truck. each piece was lifted into place
by a massive crane. By morning’s end, the culvert was
in place. The bright morning sky had clouded over,
and we finished our work in a steady rain. When the
last bolt was in place, the equipment operators, engineers, volunteers, and partners stepped into the culvert opening for a photograph--memory of a long process completed and a job well done. The next day
town crews used a large excavator to place the remaining parts of the culvert, waterproof the structure,
remove the arsenal of equipment, backfill the site,
and return the area to a pre-construction appearance. Crews and volunteers will return this spring to
plant native plants and trees and give the site a natural look.
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These projects take time. A lot of time. What began with a TU conversation was followed by
creating partnerships, myriad application approvals, many meetings/phone calls, and a lot of
field work… until we could finally watch Sucker Brook flow more freely – over 4 years of time
well spent. I have tried to show the many aspects of the process, from the environmental impact to the watershed and concern for the wildlife to working with the various state agencies
that were charged with overseeing the project. The Squan-a-tissit Chapter of TU came up with
the initial $30,000 to start the fundraising. Paula Terassi wrote several grant proposals and
was awarded one from the Massachusetts Municipal Vulnerability Preparedness Program
(MVP). DER also contributed a large sum to the project. Total cost of the project was
$450,000.
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I want to thank the Squan-a-tissit Chapter of Trout Unlimited, the Board of Directors and all
our members for their support. You never hesitated to work hard, get your hands dirty or
reach into your pocket for a donation.
To my team members, Paula Terassi and Joe Gould, your energy and knowledge was invaluable. We spent endless days on the stream gathering information and working on various projects and I thoroughly enjoyed it all. The project was a success because of you.
A special thanks to Dave Armstrong and Russ Schott for their help going back to when this
was just an idea
And finally, thank you to Tim McDaniel whose hard work got us through the year. With a
chain saw or grilling for a crowd, Tim was always available.
Project Partners
Massachusetts Division of Ecological Restoration
Nick Wildman – Ecological Restoration Specialist
Joe Gould – Ecological Restoration Specialist
Carrie Bank – Stream Continuity Restoration Planner
Massachusetts Division of Fisheries and Wildlife
Adam Kautza – Coldwater Fishery Resource Project Leader
Jason Carmignani – Aquatic Biologist
Massachusetts Municipal Vulnerability Preparedness Program (MVP)
Michelle Roudart – Northeast Region
Horsley Witten Group
Neal Price – Senior Hydrogeologist
Jonas Proctor – Design Engineer
Pepperell Conservation Commission
Paula Terassi – Conservation Administrator
Pepperell Highway Department
Michael Schrader – Superintendent
Crew: Gary Ashe, Lee Blood, Derek Flanders, Brandon Fowle, David Gardner, Shaun
Pillsbury and Ray Blood
Pete Antosh – Excavator
Volunteers from the University of Massachusetts Amherst Dam Removal Student Practicum
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EVENTS
Project

Workday at Keyes-Parker
Dam Site Naturalization Prep !
As part of our naturalization and
planting efforts
related to the
Keyes-Parker dam
removal we had a
workday on April
23rd
• The focus was
to clean up and
prep the ground
area at the old
dam site
• The area was
raked and
smoothed above/
near the dam and
possibly moving.
Some larger stones
were moved, as well.
• To help with plant germination, the mix of soil left after the removal of the dam was augmented with topsoil
provided (and delivered) by our partners from the Town
of Pepperell Highway Department. Soil was moved the
last hundred or so yards by wheelbarrow.
• Coffee and donuts provided by the Town of Pepperell

The area will be seeded with an approved
wetland mix on Planting Day #1, May 21st.
•

Special thanks to Jim Nugent, Dave Armstrong, and Paula
Terrasi for their extra efforts!
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Sucker Brook (KeyesParker) Plantings Day(s)

There will be two planting days to top off the project at Keyes-Parker. The first will be ground
plantings, markings, and smaller shrubs/bushes on May 21st. The second will be small trees,
etc. in June (TBD)
Work will be done at the dam site, old upper dam reaches, and near the culvert/parking area.
Date: Saturday, May 21, 2022
Time: 8 AM
Note the earlier start time
Location: Keyes-Parker area in Pepperell
What to bring: Garden Rakes, Shovels, Work Gloves, Enthusiasm
Included at no cost: Coffee, donuts, and cookout lunch!
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Upcoming Event

2022 MA Trout Unlimited
Council Caddisfest
What: 2022 Caddisfest
When: Jun 03, 2022 at 1:00 PM - Jun 05, 2022 at 11:00 AM (EDT)
Where: Charlemont, Massachusetts

Event Details

You are invited to join us June 3rd, 4th and 5th at the Country Aire Campground, 1753 Mohawk Trail, Charlemont, MA
01370 for the 2022 Caddisfest. We have reserved 9 Tenting
sites and 11 Electrical/water hookup sites for you to sign up
and pay for. The fees are $70 for the tenting sites and $85
for the hookup sites.
To reserve a site, please email or text Henry Sweren at:
hsweren8@aol.com or (413) 822-5216.
Please include your name, how many guests for the site, and whether you need a
tent site or a hookup site.
Checks can be made out to: Massachusetts Trout Unlimited Council
and mailed to:
Henry Sweren
PO Box 624
Lanesborough, MA 01237
Agenda for the event:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Arrive any time after 1pm on Friday to get setup and/or fish.
Friday 8:30pm Meet and Greet at the Pavilion
Saturday-Sunday Local members will help guide other guests on areas to fish
Saturday 11am Council meeting followed by a cookout.
Sunday Checkout and fish or travel home
All proceeds from this event will go to the Coldwater Conservation Fund.

Tight Lines,
Henry Sweren
Massachusetts Trout Unlimited Council Chair
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Annual Chapter Day-on-the-River 2022

On May 14, 2022 we had our annual Day-onthe-River at the Columbo WMA in Pepperell.
After an initial “uh-oh” where we couldn’t find
the key to get through the gate, the day turned
out great! Very sunny, warm and not too buggy.
We had a good turnout with about 20 people at different times and we lured some
passing fly casters in for some conversations and refreshments. Speaking of which,
Chef Chip Detwiller performed admirably on the grill.

It was great to see people get out and folks were happy to be in-person finally. Lots
of good conversation and catch up. Some fish were caught, too… Could be just a
rumor, though, I have no pictures that prove it!
Thanks to everyone for helping!
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Annual Chapter Day-on-the-River 2022
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River Helpers still needed...
As of this writing the Casting for Recovery retreat is still taking applicants for River
Helpers for June 12 at the Barbara C. Harris Center in Greenfield, NH. River Helpers
partner with a CRF Retreat attendee to help with their fly fishing experience. It is a fun,
no pressure, on-the-water, just be there experience. Several Chapter members were
able to participate in 2021 and it was very enriching—time well spent.
We have a couple of members signed up already. Are you Interested? Contact Tim
McDaniel with questions (chapter@squanatissit.org) or apply at:

Volunteer – Casting for Recovery
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Squan-a-Tissit

Back Page

Destination photos and fish tales from Squan-a-Tissit members

More Day-on-the-River Pictures...
Dave Armstrong

Mussels are thriving (Nissitissit/Sucker Brook)

Email us your photos and fish tales to chapter@squanatissit.org
Follow us on Facebook and Instagram
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Squan-a-Tissit

Back Page

Destination photos and fish tales from Squan-a-Tissit members

More Day-on-the-River Pictures...
Dave Armstrong

Ribbon leech

Email us your photos and fish tales to chapter@squanatissit.org
Follow us on Facebook and Instagram
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Squan-a-Tissit Calendar of Events
May
•

May 2022
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

1

2

3

4

•

Chapter Meeting Monday, May 23th, Joe Gould,
(Sucker Brook field work and next steps)
Meeting will be on-site (with hamburgers and hot
dogs) at Keyes-Parker/Sucker Brook @ 6 PM (No
Zoom for this meeting)

June 2022
Sun

Mon

Tue

June
5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

Operation of ATVs Is illegal in Wildlife
Management Areas.
To report violations of off-road
recreation vehicles, environmental, or
wildlife laws please contact the
Environmental Police Radio
Communications Center

1-800-632-8075.

Stay current! Sign up!
Everyone (especially Squan-a-Tissit
Chapter members) is asked to please
sign up for our
Email announcement list
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Fly of

the Month
“Snowshoe Hare Emerger”

Snowshoe Hare Emerger
Hook:
Kamasan B-100, or similar curved emerger style

Thread:

Benecchi 8/0 slate grey

Wing:

Snowshoe hare foot fur

Abdomen: Olive/brown mix of seal
and hare fur. Variants include seal's
fur, stripped peacock quill, and herl
Thorax:
Dubbed hare's mask.
Use the spiky hair from front of face
Note: This is a variation on the Deer Hair Emerger (or DHE). Tying as per DHE
with dun snowshoe hare foot fur for wing instead of deer hair.
Note: This is a variation on the Deer Hair Emerger (or DHE). Tying as per DHE
with dun snowshoe hare foot fur for wing instead of deer hair.
...from https://www.flytierspage.com/rwyatt/snowshoe_hare_emerger.htm

JOIN TROUT UNLIMITED TODAY !

To join or renew your membership in Trout Unlimited, please go to:
www.tu.org and click on the “Join the Community” and
“Become a Member” tabs
Fill out the name, address and credit card information.
Be sure to indicate Squan-a-Tissit as your local TU Chapter!

Any amount can be given above regular membership as an additional gift to help
Trout Unlimited promote coldwater conservation.
Trout Unlimited is a 501c(3) organization. Membership fees and other
contributions to TU and the local chapter are tax exempt to the extent
allowable by law.
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Squan-a-Tissit Chapter of Trout Unlimited
P.O. Box 654
Pepperell, MA 01463

Trout Unlimited - Our Vision
By the next generation, Trout Unlimited
will ensure that robust populations of native and wild coldwater fish
once again thrive within their North American range, so that
our children can enjoy healthy fisheries in their home waters.

Monthly Meeting
The Squan-a-Tissit Chapter of Trout Unlimited holds monthly meetings for chapter members and
guests on the fourth Monday of the month (Sept. through May) at the Pepperell Christian Fellowship
(PCF) Hall, 1 Main Street, Pepperell, MA. Meetings are also streamed on-line.
Meetings will begin at 7:00 p.m. However, members and guests are encouraged to arrive earlier
and participate in informal fly-tying. Bring your own vice and materials.
Meeting confirmation/updates are sent via email and posted on Facebook and the Chapter
website and include on-line meeting attendance information.

Directions

From Rt. 3: Take the Rt. 113 Exit (Tyngsboro, Dunstable) and proceed west on Rt. 113, 9.2 miles,
through Dunstable and into Pepperell. At the traffic circle take the 2nd exit onto Main Street. The
PCF Hall will be located on the left side.
From Rt. 495: Take the Rt. 119 Exit (Littleton Common) and proceed west on Rt. 119, 9 miles,
through Groton and into Pepperell. Turn right onto Rt. 111, and proceed 2.7 miles. At the traffic circle take the 3rd exit onto Main Street. The PCF Hall will be located on the left side.
From Rt. 2: Take the Rt. 111 Exit (Ayer, Harvard, Clinton) and proceed north on Rt. 111, approximately 12 miles (total, to the Pepperell rotary), through Ayer and Groton to Pepperell. Route 111
merges with Rt. 119 in Groton. Once in Pepperell, Rt. 111 bears to the right (off of Rt. 119). Turn
right onto Rt. 111 and proceed 2.7 miles. At the traffic circle take the 3rd exit onto Main Street. The
PCF Hall will be located on the left side.
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